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Abstract— In this paper we studied about selection 

recruitment are main function of HR because they are help in 

finding a suitable job recruitment of selection are important 

process in HRM it is the process of screening Sourcing 

shortlist meaning of also selecting the right candidate for the 

vacant position the manager can receive the application form 

of employees and select candidate those who are capable to 

this position there are the stages of recruitment and also 5K 

Strategies for hiring new staff effectively recruitment goes to 

find and play Stop candidates finding more qualified 

candidates finding more qualified candidates with attractive 

skill. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Selection 

Selection is a process or steps for choose the right employees 

or person. For the vacant seat it is a process of interview the 

person are performed their qualities they are essential for the 

specific job and in selection of person format in right position. 

The selection of right person for the right position are his in 

organization to achieve goal and objective. 

 Determine the present and future of the organization 

personal planning and job analysis activity analysis of 

Manpower budget analysis of the for the recruitment in the 

recruitment process the basic purpose is to choice the 

individual most successful performing the job for the pool of 

qualified candidates. 

Five small techniques for the selection of employee  

1) Define the position and who you need to fill it.  

2) Ask straight forward and relevant question 

3) Test you are candidates.  

4) Develop a selection committee. 

5) Build a workplace culture that attracts full-time and 

continue works.  

B. Recruitment 

Recruitment report to overall process of selection sorting 

appointing capturing a right candidate for the job. (Either 

temporary or permanent basis). Vidya organization aur form 

recruitment is a method of selected the the right person for on 

unpaid roles. online and internal based technology are support 

the recruitment has many different stages first of all the 

organization is 2 advertisement that has a job and vacancy 

advertise that it has a job and vacancy are available in the 

organization. People send a resume application form. Mini 

application forms as. The manager are Jews and see deleted 

the application form those who are capable to the right of the 

seat then the percent will call and come to interview. 

Interview are taken the candidates are selected after take a 

further test or exercise. All stages are clear the candidate are 

good quality and hardworking to the organization then this 

candidate are selected to the job of the organization. 

 

 
 Nowadays process of recruitment is become a 

challenging job for the recruiter. Therefore recruiter apply 

some smart technique for recruiting the smart employee for 

their firms. In today's generation everybody is running 

towards fulfilling their respective dreams. The run is not only 

for his/her achieving dreams but also focuses on how one can 

be turned out to be best  in each and every aspect of life. The 

effective selection methods should be followed and taken into 

the consideration for the better results. There are number of 

new tools and techniques for the recruiting the new employee 

for the suitable job are taken into consideration are in 

practices. 

Following are some techniques for the recruiter for the 

recruitment 

 Ability test 

 integrity test 

 personality describing test 

 knowledge about job 

 situation test 

 assessment centre 

 realistic job previous 

 preliminary screening 

 group selection method 

C. Training 

Training is teaching, or developing in oneself or others, any 

skills and data or fitness that relate to specific useful 

competencies. Training has specific goals of up one's 

capability, capacity, productivity and performance. It forms 

the core of apprenticeships and provides the backbone of 

content at institutes of technology (also known as technical 

faculties or polytechnics). In addition to the fundamental 

coaching needed for a trade, occupation or profession, 

coaching might continue on the far side initial competency to 

keep up, upgrade and update skills throughout operating life. 

People at intervals some professions and occupations might 

discuss with this type of coaching as skilled development. 

Training conjointly refers to the event of shape associated 
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with a particular competency, like sport, martial arts, military 

applications and a few different occupations. 

1) On the job training: 

In this type of training a new or less experience employees is 

given some kind of instruction or advice from the more 

experience employees who may be supervised by special 

instructor. The main advantage of this kind of the job training 

is to new employees work in the actual conditions which help 

employees to bring motivation within them and learn their 

jobs on the field. Any kind of the production does not affected 

by this type of training program. The new employees can 

adopt the new job role very easily and in effectively manner. 

Types of on the job training 

 job rotation 

 job instructions 

 coaching 

 committee assignments 

2) Off the job training: 

This type of training the employees must go on somewhere 

and attending the training program for the certain period of 

time. This kind of training mainly provided or arranged by 

the company itself or they may use the some institutions for 

the training program. Large corporations build it some extent 

to produce such coaching to their workers 

Types of off the job training methods 

1) Vestibule training 

2) Roleplaying 

3) Lecture method 

4) Conferences or discussion method 

5) Program instructions 

6) Experience training 

II. CONCLUSION 

In today world, the Human Resource Management plays a 

really significant role within the lifestyle. On the one hand, 

the Soft and Hard Human Resource Management influence 

on the business and lets them development rapidly. It can 

improve employee’s motivation in a business and pay 

attention to company’s policy and law respectively, which 

can increase the efficiency of company and get higher profits. 

On the other hand, trade unions help the employee to achieve 

negotiation successfully in the early time; it means the 

employee can negotiate a better wages and a good working 

condition. However, at the present, the employment law 

gradually becomes the focus in the world, because it has more 

restrictive and more favorable to protecting employee’s 

benefit. In the future, the Human Resources Management will 

still play its role in each business. 
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